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CMS Hasche Sigle obtains landmark ruling for grid operators 
Federal Court of Justice: Use of electricity grid not free of charge 
 

Stuttgart – The Competition Senate of the Federal Court of Justice (FCJ) has ruled 

that the courts may not set the charge for using power grids to transmit electricity at 

zero (judgment of 8 November 2011, Case Ref. EnZR 32/10). By doing so, the FCJ has 

overturned the second "0.00 decision" by Düsseldorf Higher Regional Court (HRC) 

(Case Ref. VI-2 U (Kart) 5/06). In the spring of 2010, Düsseldorf HRC had ordered a 

grid operator who had been sued by an electricity trader to repay the entire charge 

for use of the power grid in 2002.  

 

Rolf Hempel, a partner in the Competition and Energy practices at the commercial 

law firm, represented the grid operator in this dispute from the start and throughout 

the various stages of the legal process. He also advised on the case before the FCJ. 

 

The lawsuit related to a period in which charges for using power grids were not yet 

subject to ex ante regulation through official approval. Legislation requiring approval 

for grid charges was not introduced until 2005. Düsseldorf HRC had set the charge at 

zero, as it had already done in a previous ruling of autumn 2008 in another case 

involving a different grid operator. The denial of leave to appeal against this first 

"0.00 decision" was upheld by the FCJ at the time.  

 

In the spring of 2011, the FCJ allowed an appeal against the denial of leave to appeal 

against the spring 2010 "0.00 decision" by Düsseldorf HRC. Following the oral 
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proceedings on 8 November 2011, the ruling of Düsseldorf HRC was then 

overturned. In the FCJ's opinion, setting a fair charge at zero euros is not an option. 

Düsseldorf HRC had previously corrected its own viewpoint as adopted in the two 

"0.00 decisions". The HRC will have to rule again on this competition and energy-

related case, giving due regard to the FCJ's legal interpretation.  
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